ARTICLES

1 Self Doubts on Approaching Forty: The United Nations' Oldest and Only Collective Security Enforcement Army, the United Nations Command in Korea
Samuel Pollack
This paper discusses an anomaly: the United Nations Command in Korea — an international armed force established in 1950 by U.N. member states. Originally, designed to restore international peace and security in Korea, it has recently been questioned by the world organization that gave it life. The author reviews the culmination of events that resulted in the UNC's creation and its continuing viability as an international peace keeping tool.

25 Another Look at the EEC Judgments Convention: Should Outsiders Be Worried?
Bruce M. Landay
This article addresses the problems of "exorbitant" jurisdiction under the EEC Judgments Convention. Specifically, the author discusses the threat that Article 4 of this document may be used by EEC members to exercise in personam jurisdiction against non-member states. The history and usage of "exorbitant" jurisdiction are discussed, with reference to its legal development, its application under the EEC convention, and its importance in terms of the Hague Draft Convention.

45 Counterpurchase Contracts and Their Contractual Issues
Joseph J. van Dort & Eilard Friese
This article introduces the three main forms of countertrade, offering an overview of the legal problems attendant upon entering into a countertrade and counterpurchase agreement. Various contract provisions are examined, and an explanation is given as to the impact of each.
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61 Ordinary People: Soviet-American Transnational Marriage and The International Implications of Divided Spouses
Julia T. Garrett
with a foreword by Senator Paul Simon
They are indeed ordinary people. This comment examines the problem of divided spouses and blocked marriages within the framework of international law and the complex realities of superpower politics between the United States and Soviet Union. The author utilizes illustrative cases, suggests remedies, and discusses the possible future international implications of leaving the issue unresolved.

87 Thinning Air, Better Beware: Chlorofluorocarbons and The Ozone Layer
Melissa S. Lobos
with a foreword by Richard Elliot Benedick
This comment reviews the significant international measures taken to study, regulate and curtail problems caused by chlorofluorocarbons in the ozone layer, including the adoption of the “Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer” by twenty-four countries and the European Economic Community in September, 1987. Universal acceptance is proposed in order to solve the major problems of enforcing regulatory actions, and to foster the development of alternatives to chlorofluorocarbons.

119 Re-evaluating Alien Exclusion in Light of AIDS
Kerry E. Voss
with a foreword by John Milo Bryant
The Immigration and Naturalization Service has adopted an AIDS testing program to screen individuals requesting permanent status in the United States. The comment discusses this complex disease and the accompanying legal ramifications on immigration law, given the traditional bases for exclusion of aliens.
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135 Lions Over The Throne — The Judicial Revolution In English Administrative Law
Bernard Schwartz
Reviewed by N. David Palmeter